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The most intricate question in the life of a man is to 

answer the question - what a man is. We are mostly involved 

; ~~ some other problems of the out\r-rardly world and we think 

that to visualize the inner world of man is a mere wastage 

of time and energy and if at all. any concept of man is to 

be conceived - the task should be shouldered by the philo -

sophers. 

This is because the question what a man is a notori·-

ously ambiguous question to be answered A man really 

does not know what he is. as he is so intimate and well 

known to him - and there "lies the fault for which. we the 

common men. are never concerned with this intricate question 

though in some intimate moments this question hammers in 

the inner world of a man. 

overlook this problem of 

But we become triumphant to 

the inner world of us by becoming 

more concerned with outer world. 

The case being so yet there are some an-swers coming 

from the manifold· aspects and ideas. 

The empirical concept of man is that it is a certain 

totality of facts which is inunediately given. But _·.thiS. 

view underestimates the concept of man for which we can not 

accept this concept wholeheartedly. Because along with this 

corporeal entity there is also the inner entity·of man with 

the series of states of consciousness with feelings.memories. 
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moods and emotions. within this inner empirical entitty 

there is the shifting play of the mental states which 

can be distinguished as mere entity of a man. There is 

one psychological principle which explains all the vari

ations and the vascillations of chaotic experiences which 

explains the unity of the self of man which ._ ~;.griginates · 

from the social roots. 

Metaphysics views man as essentially a substance 

and the individuality of a man consists in its separate -

ness from the body and of other selves. It is· the source 

of all the order of mental states as it lies at the basis 

of our psychical life which can not be- pres_ented 
·, in any 

conscious-state yet it is real. 

This metaphysical concept of man appears repeatedly 

in different forms in.the philosophical thinking of Kant; 
2. 3 

Hegel and T. H. Green;: 

Kant presented the subject as the 'pure ego' which 

is not itself subject to the conditions of space and 

time. Kant has g'iven full emphasis on the finite existence 

who are the moral agents. His maxim 'duty for duty's. ~ake ~-~~ 

the implication that one has to sacrifice his selfish 

motives, Kant deserves due credit as he looks upon the man 

as the moral agent and this phenomenal world is a .. moral 

stage where the self has to perform his moral duties.For 

Kant man must identify the various items of experience in 

their place together in their interrelations in one 
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comprehensive apprehension. 

Then the position of this self lte:!.ds to somewhat 

extravagant concept of a self a~ it is not in time but 

abiding and constant to be the focus of all our appre -

hensions and Kant would not also always want to conceive 

the man in that way. 

As Kant himself ~as aware about these pr9blems~ 

was led to the view, that there mus-t be a-lso the- re-al--ity 

of 'thing-in-itself' which tends to be a dis~inct rea~ity 

which bifurcates the reality in the system to the pheno

menal world and the noumenal world existing in their 

own right. 

The unsatisfactory features of Kant • s philosophy 

led Hegel to reject the finality ilif the distinction 

between the world of phenomena and the world of noumena. 

For Hegel the real is the rational and rational is the 

real. as the famous text has it. 

But in Heg§l there still remains a division bet -

ween the incomplete world of things and the complete 

true reality of things 

in one unified system 

as they are in their proper place 

of things to which we can .. :,:;· ___ nat 

fully attain. so. this view of Hegel about man can not 

fully satisfy our hungry seardh for man. 

Let us now turn towards T. H. Green.He conceives 
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of the timeless subject which makes it possible for us 

to relate our.present sensations to one another and so 

the man or the subject is not confined to the : pass~g 

shows of transitory impressions and the spiritual, prin

ciple in nature which sustains and make possible the orga

nized world of individuals. But as Green has not taken 

notice of the way of Hegel by which Hegel has 

conceive of the world and its shaping as some 

come to 

process 

whereby thesis and antithesis have been merged in some 

more complete system. So the natural question which can 

be asked to Green is what is the relation of the Eternal 

spiritual principle to the individual · subjects of expe -

riences and how the unity of each self finds it. 

Inspite of all these problems it may be mentioned 

here that whatever fault he may have, yet in Green we can 

hear the whispering v,oice of humanity · if we keep close 

our ears to his heart. 

At the close of the last century the impact of 

scientific ,. discovery and industrialization were the deci

sive factors in changing the ways of perceiving and think

ing. A new empirical and secular temper was articulated 

by a group of thinkers in Britain. As a result. some phi

losop~ical theories appear in the circle of philosophy -

such as scepticism. positivism • Agnosticism. Naturalism. 
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The word 11Agnosticisrn11 carne to be used as a synonym 

for atheism. scepticism. positivism. materialism, pan -

theism and not-knowisrn. Huxley being dominantly influen-

ced by Hurne. gave agnosticism its wide currency and 

stam,t:e d it with hiis own particular meaning. This British 

Agnosticism was predominated on the one hand by the empi-

rical tradition from Locke through Hurne and the source was 

Victorian Agnosticism of Kant. 

This agnosticism takes us at the threshold of the 

new philosophical world of nihilism and existentialism 

the world of BergsoA~ William JamesS. ··and Kierkgaardq;_; 

If this is the situation of agnosticism, then i::.it ....... ~ 

can be said that these agnostics have looked into ._. ·~the 

heart ·of reality of human existence. Their Whole atten

tion is centered with the hard facts of reality within 

~ich man has to live, Man's pangs, sufferings. mental 

states - are their whole sUbjects of attention. 

Now the metaphysical and epistemological assurnp -

tions underlying the scientific empiricism of the 

agnostics were essentially examined by the British 

idealists. so, we can turn to some of the most notable 

extensions and modifications of British Idealism and 

it is in the work of Bradley we find his distinctive 

contribution in his theory of relations. 
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For Bradley. the individual is real. It is one 

in the sense that its positive character embraces all 

differences in an inclusive harmonyy. All diversities 

of our experiences have their places in the · ... :.uli!.cLmate 

unity which eludes our thinking. So we must have ~o aban

don the absurdity of thinking of the world as !~: . .!mere 

appearance. But it is to be kept in mind that by this 

analysis we can not solve the serious problems of some 
I 

aspects of the •givenness• of things which can not be 

explained only by the transcendent unity of things· .Even 

1 
. 1:: thinkers like A. s. Pring e Patt~son· • A. E. Taylor ,Henry 

Jones leave us all ~e same. 

The finite selves however much involved in having 

the particular identity for which these are incapable of 

being reduced to any pattern. If it is done then the un

iqueness of each self evaporates with its self-determi-

nation and freedom of will and as a result of Which the 

condition of responsibility gets lost. Then we can lpok 

towards James ward who takes a substantial departure 

from traditional Ldealism affirming the significance 

of the distinct existences of the individual particular 

selves which interact among themselves and are parti -

cular presentation with partial. modifications. At this 

juncture we can refer to J. E. Me. Taggart who rejected 

any notion of an ultimate, transcendent reality. For 

him,· love is the basic emotion which binds the finite 

selves to one another in love dnd apart from this com-

munity of individuals there is no reality and the ex

tended material objects are really minds or parts of 
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contents of minds. 

The above noted concepts of man is not an individual 

man who can be identified by himself alone. He is then 

only a man when he sta~ds in relation to other man. His 

relation to other man marks him as man otherwise not. But 

this concept is not a satisfactory concept of man. And 

this dissatisfaction impels us to look towards Marx. who 

envisaged a never ending dialectical pursuit of creations 

and sa-tisfaction and this pursuit constitutes historical 

development. 

It is a mistake, Marx argues, to attempt to under-

stand human existence by appeal to some universal- chara-e-

teristics like consciousness, speech or religion. The 

premise of valid materialism is that human beings distin

guish themselves from animals as soon as they beg to pro -

duce their own means of subsistence. 

It is important to stress that Marx 
,_\, 

does not con~ive 

of this historical process in Materialistic terms alone. 

The thinking process is conditioned by the development of 

productive forces and the social intercourse corresponding 

to them. It is man who alters their thinking as they de -

velop their material productions and mutual intercourse. He 

views that the life is not determined by consciousness, but 

consciousness by life. Marx views that the positive exprec~ 

ssion 11hurnann corresponds to the definite condition pre 
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dominant at a certain stage oE production and to the ways 

of satisfying needs prevailing under them. Whate¥er fault 

or appreciation.goes to Marx that wants time to be evalua

ted but his total involvement with the problems of man 

claims due credit,. But at the same time., it can not be 
........ 

den~ed that his estimation of human beings is too meChani-

cal and theoretical at the same time. 

In this context we have to give our attention ·':'bo .. ~:,. 

wards Nietzsche who embraces in himself and in his thought 

some of the most conflicting feature~ of the nineteenth 

century which though not solved by him yet they came 

to full expression. Nietzsche views ~very happening of 

the worldly phenomena as being governed by the purely 

material force of the • will of_ powe·t• • His belief ~-in 

the supremacy of matter and of will makes his '>whole 

outlook on human existence as Utopian and oriented towards 

the future., 

Nietzsche searChed for a purely materialistic 

explanation of reality. In this regard he was in ~e 

same line of thinking of Marx and To-lstoy. His new 

programme is outlined in the very first aphorism of HUman 

All-to-Human namely., chemistry of concepts and sensations. 

The chemical analysis of concepts and sensations. shows 

that everything is transient and historical. For hlirll 

everything becomes and nothing is. There is no enternal 

truth. All values and beliefs have evolved and conti

nues to evolve in human history. He envisaged a mankind 
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worthy of the future and this new ideal of mankind is to 

take the place of Gog·. 

He is looking forward for the ideal man to come 

and to reign supreme in this world. His concern is with 

man and nothing ·but man which sheds· o·ff the- charge- o£ 

nihilism that is thrown- against him. His love. -his· -anxie

ty for man makes him the g~eat humanist of the history of 

mankind. 

Yet· we can say that his concern is only with r:·man 

of the future and not with man of present Who a are 

merged into the ocean of sorrows and sufferings and 

anxieties. He has never met with the actual r ... ··"·1 man who 

exists. 

so we can now turn back to the actual man who is 
... ,-.. 

really the aaroJxture of actual . .; __ { and the ideal whose half 

part is physical and the other part supersedes the phy-

sical world. This self-exceeding nature is everyMbere 

apparent. 

If we want to define man or want to say that man 

exists then it is apparent that. facts and existence have 

been conceptually subordinated to general ideas or 

thought. Phenomenology with its doctrine of essence 

institution theory is the most significant factor in the 

development of existentialist philosophy. To say that man 

exists would entail nothing further than a ( aonceptQal 

comprehension of the essence concerned. But it does not 
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mean that •man really exists as man' is not a mere possi-

bility but an actuality. 

According· to Martin Heidegger, however, human 

existence in its unique existantiality claims -·.; te be 

considered on its own account entirely. If we do not 

recmgnize this uniqueness then all our concerns and 

investigations to search the man will be in vain. 

But ·Husserl thinks that no reduction 'can get 

any grip on' the part of Ego. 

This seems almost to betray in phenomen:?'lbgy"· .with 

a shift from the conditions of knowledge to the 

tions of being a·s the question of existence is 

in the reflection of phenomenology. 

condi-

suspended 

The concept of •essence• has its grip over Euro-

pean thought from Plato to Descartes ·down to the modern 

era. European thought is oriented with the concept of 

essence and it may be conceptualistic or Intellectualis

tic in its character. Existence is then nothing but con-

ceptualism which mean nothing more than the comprehension 

of the essence concerned. But this ia·a mere concept 

but not an existence. 

The issue of existence is so unique in its nature 

that it raises its head in Kant Who makes a 
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difference between the idea of existence and existence 

itself. 

In Hegel. however. we find that the intellectual 

tendency towards the reality of man makes it a mere 

category of thought. 

Soren Kierkgaard revolts against this intellec

tualism and according to him concrete reality can only 

meet the 'metaphysical demand' ·for actual reality.Phi

losophical reflection on ideas or essences misses the 

touch of concrete reality. He gives all emphasis on 

existence and not on essence. He makes existence a 

subjective experience • 

This subje9tive aspect represents 

which is the constitutent of existence 

it unlocks the door for the interest 

zation of possibility. 

the 'becoming' 

and being so 

in the actuali-

The systematic shape of this type of philosophy 

was given by the distinct philosophical approach of 

Heidegger who presented Existence with new orientation. 

Heidegger and Sartre formulated the thinkin~ that 

existence precedes essence as the states of existence 

defies all definitions. 

No·...r it is clear that there is a clear and dis

tinct transition in the philosophical circle .~ .... ~£rom 

possibility to actuality and from what is abstract to 
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that which is actual. 

This Existentialistic thinking introduces the 

theory of dynamism which does not have the 

which is static. It proposes a perpetual 

sanction 

process 

of exceedency. a pssing beyond the nature what is 

now. For this reason this thinking has no sanction 

for any static criterion or definition of any object. 

According to this thinking. with leaps and jumps we 

are progressing for further stage of 'ebing• which 

has free choice behind which motivates us to the pro -

gression of our. being. 

For the existentialists. existence is a con-

crete principle which is behind all the . ··. possible·· 

attributes acquired by man. Human being alone can 

turn back upon itself and can find out his bejng. 

'S Heidegger - finds out that the analysis of 

metaphysical subjectivism and epistemological trans

cendental subjectivism prepares theB~h· for a meta-

physics which pertains to the nature of man. The nature 

of man can be a subject for anthropology which is phi

losophical in its aspect as it would also treat the 

nature of man as man. 

For Heidegger. the essence=.existence distinc~ 

tion or the distinction between possibility and actua

lity can not account for the real significance of 
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human existence as human existence is not given once 

for all npr it can be put to use. Existence, for 

the existentialist is not merely to be as it is in 

a very unique relationship with the world and other 

conscious being. Temporality of the finitude is 

ecstatic as future, past and present are moments of 

this ecstatic · situation and the future is the pri

mary situation. 

If time is the uJ;timate horizon of man, time.· , 

is to be enquired to prove the genuineness of ~the 

being of man. Time or history is nothing more .:!than 

the happening of 'being in the world'. 

The wor1d is that in which man is always ex -

ceeding himself to be what he actually is. For 

Heidegger, human being is 'being in the state of 

finding itself. 

The fundamental assertion of the philosophy 

of existence is that human being are thrown into the 

w6r.ld without essence. The conception of conscious

ness finds place in existentialism, particularly in 

Jean Paul sartre. The E:cistentialists do not enter

tain the self or man which is spiritualistic in its 

nature and is disassociated from the world. 

The world has its being because of its 'parti

cipation .. and .. engagement• of the subjective being with 

it and the existence of man is really •wordly'. For 

Heidegger, consciousness is not enclosed in th~ 
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boundary of its own self. 

.., 

sartre thinks that consciousness has its· reality 

only when it has referential function with .... phenomenal 
(. 

world as consciousness has nothing substant~al in it. He 

wants a combined picuture of the world where immanence 

and concrete reality meet in a togetherness. For him. 

consciousness is a sheer activitiy which is transcending 

towards objects and this human reality is haunted by a 

totality which is above its reach. The ~- ·.paradaxieal 

situation of man's existence is that What he is not yet 

is. and is not what he already is. 

so man can not be defined as having essenc·e ·-be-ca-use-

his existence is being out of itself. and. his ··· .:ess:ence 

remains beyond any determination. Man must create for 

himself his own essence through his act of choice. Ex-

istence depends wholly upon act of choice and it is not 

grounded upon any ideal wssence • For him. "· .. ~ man is 

responsible for everything he does. 

According to sartre there is no other universe 

other than the human universe. the universe of human 

subjectivity. Man himself is responsible for his self

trans~cendence and in relation with this transcendence 

he can have the grip over the objects of the world. so. 

he is not secluded only in his subjectivity. His trans

cendence and subjectivity r.lakes way for ·existential 
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humanism. 

Existentiality which is another name of concrete 

reality is affected as because Qf the subjective par -

ticipation. so. for Heidegger. it is an ontological con-

stituent o£ human nature. His theory really stands for 

a universal ontology rather than a philosophical theory 

of man. For Heidegger. 'Being' is the only theme for 

philosophizing. 

sartre with his Hegelian approach to ~- 'existence:·,. 

says. existence precedes essence. Being is an all 

embracing principLe and objeetive. This being super-_ 

sedes the range of our knowledge of it and.at the -s-ame 

time the presupposition of all our questions and con 

sciousness itself. The standpoint of Being is the trans-

cendent support of all beings which is uppermost in the 

thought of sartre. 

The unique significance of this principle-:{ o;t; 

human existence lies in its immense possibility rather 

than in its actuality. This concept indicates at the 

same time that the reign of being in which man lies as 

man can undergo .modification. 

If we analyse this philos:::>phy then it is apparent 

that this philosophy moves ·centrally round such con-

cepts of human life as death. suffering. anxiety etc. 

126792 
- 6 OC.T 1\399 
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In this philosophy, the reign of essence would not be 

upheld in the existentialist ti1ought at the cost of 

existentiality. 

Moreover, the existentialist philosophers employ 

the pshychological and phenomenological methods of 

analysis. They appear to move to the other extreme 

position whd.ch surrenders itself to the · ·irrational 

principle of existence which signifies the neglect of 

the feature of objectivity and scientific understanding. 

For the above reaons, Russell views that existen

tialism is an emotional protest on pshychological grounds. 

The subjectivity which is involved in _ · ·_existential.ism 

amoun~s to be mystic in its nature and their pre -

occupation with Being in search for a Being though 

ontological yet it is half-drawn. 

Yet this theory deserves credit for drawing our 

attention towards human existence which is not to be 

counted as a mere object amoung object. They rightly 

marked the basic realism . of human existence. 

Now we can look towards P. F. Strawson~ who in 

a broad sense labelled the material bodies as basic 

particulars which could be identified and reidentified 

without any reference to other types or categories but 

whereas identification of other categories rests upon 
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the material bodies. 

Now he throws some questions which can be quoted 

"why·. are one•s stakes of consciousness ascribed to 

anything at all"? and "why a're they ascribed to the very 

same thing as certain corporeal characteristics. a 

certain physical situation"? 

He throws these questions and cautioned us that 

the answers to these questions will be dependent on one 

another. For him. we ascribe one • s states .of_ conscious

ness to anything without having the least knowledg_e \.w[ly 

do we ascribe these states· of consciousness -:-.:. ··t:o!-!this 

particular material body. If we conjecture 

model of the world where only the auditory 

a No-space 

.sensation 

works and where there is the possibility of reidentifi-

cation of particulars then we were that we are not 

compelled to do any crucial distinction which are ful -

filled in the ordinary spatiotemporal human_eXperience. 

As a consequence we find no light which can dispel the 

darkness surrounding the concept of I. 

We can not be at any point to answer the question 

why the state of consciousness was ascribed to any 

honoured particular whose material body can have some 

uniqueness of its own. So with the same tune of Descar

tes we are bound to say that "I am not lodged in my body 

like a pilot to the vessel... All the perceptual eXperien

ces more over the auditory perception can not help us. 
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to gain any answer. 

Now P. F. Strawson examines the • no-_ownershi~ • ox • .no_ -

subject• doctrine of the self which have errors no douht 

but at the same time instructive too. This view thinks 

that ownership can only be owned when it is logically tran-

sferable. But experiences can not be owned as .· . ·it is 

•causally dependent on the state of a particular body'. 

strawson si~gled out this above mentioned statement as 

false. For the theorist is here not consistent in his 

argument when he argues that all experiences by a 

certain person being contingently so dependent for which 

'all the experiences of person P' means the same thing as 

"all experiences contingently dependent on a certain body 

B'. This whole argument becomes analytical rather than 

contingent. According to Strawson. one does not seek 

far for understanding the place of identical pains which 

are 'l~gically non-transferable kind of ownership in 

our general scheme of thought'. This .•no- ownership • 

theory can not take account of all the facts.No diction

ary gives• two meanings for each and every state of 

expression of consciousnes·s. 

Yet so. this theory points out that ~-~e 1 speak 

primarily to others• for the purpose of informing them. 

If we take the case of Pain. there is no hesitation to 

•tell who it is. who is in pain. when I am•. 
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According to strawson. from the cartesian point o.£ 

view. I can ascribe : states of consciousness to . myself:l 

only if I can ascribe these to others whom I can identify 

as subjects of experience· who possess states of con -

sciousness. He. then says that 11 all experiences.stand 

in a special relation to body M11 qnd that the body of 

M is somewhat unique·as this is what makes body M unique 

among bodies. 

The other objection that he lodged against car -

tesianism is : What right have we. in this explanation, 

to speak of the subject. implying uniqueness? Why should 

there not be any number of subject of experiences-perhaps 

qualitatively indistinguishable each subject and each 

set of experiences standing in the same unique relation 

to body N 11 ? -P. F. strawson then says that the . urt_ique- ... . ..: 

ness of the body does imply the uniqueness of the soul .• 

According to strawson. the concept of a person means 

a type of entity which engulfs both predicates which 

ascribe state of conciousness and predicates which ascribes 

corporeal characteristics and are "equally applicable to 

a single individual of that single type". For him the 

concept of a person is logically prior to that of an in-

dividual cbnsciousness for which •an ego• might be dis -

embodied Person. retaining the logical benefit of in:.-

dividuality from having been·a person•. 
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Let us now turn towards Greece and India for know

ing what they understand by 'man' since the Greek and 

Indian concepts of 'man• are no less significant in this 

context. 

The Greeks were interested in understanding the 

good, the truth and the beautiful for which the life to 

them became an object of love. In Greece there was 

the free room for the exercise of understanding which is 

the outcome of free speculative ~pirit. 

There is division amo~g the sophists about the 

nature of man. Plato conceived the ideas as immortal , 

whereas man may be base or good. Socrates thought the 

soul of man is immortal and independent. 

Indian culture .with its concept of • ~~-!:·-. t"Camasi' 

has influenced the whole world. This concept views the 

self as eternal who is essentially a subject and not an 

object. The'Bhagavadgita• speaks of the spirit of man 

as immortal. For the Indians this world is a 'Dharma 

Ksetra•. Man is not merely a creature of time solely 

dependent upon material possession. Religion, in the 

.life of the Hindus and the Budhists is a transforming 

experience which marks to the highest point of spiritual 

experience and this is inherent in the man ~· ·.himself • 

Dvity~.:.. Ja~in~ ia the cen.tr.al teaching of the Hindus and 

the Buddhists. 
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Darsana. J~~~a.~aritra are the three great prin-, 

ciples for the acquisition of self-realization is asser-

ted by Mahavira who was able to realize the inward dignity 

of his ownself. 

For the Sikhs. the aim of life is to develop and 

nourish what is best in him by which he can be equal 

to God. For the~ ideal of life is the life of active 

service in the midst of world relations.They specified 

a model of living and we must have to live in accordance 

to this model. 

In India. Rama stands as an ideal character of a 

perfect man. He shows that man must be a real man by 

being a part of the society and serving the society 

by sacrificing his all interests. 

Mahabharat expounds the philosophy of the man. and 

ethical autonomy of the self for doing the moral duties 

of every day life. The 'Bita• invigorates man by advo-

eating an intense sort of meditation and devotion for 

the attainment of the highest peak of spirituality. 

The rich speculation on the self of man in Indian 

Philosophy is due to persistent belief that true knowle-

dge of the self is the remedy for the pangs and suffer-

rings of the human life. 
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Vedanta propagates that to be a man is a process of 

becoming. This concept is found in Nietzshe's concept of 

man for w1om everything becomes and nothing is. .All 

values of the human life have evolved and continues to 

evolve in the life of man. Nietzsche who is not concer-

ned with the man of present envisaged a ·mankind who will 

be worthy of the future. Yet his firm conviction about 

the future man sheds off the charge of nihilism that is 

through against him. 

We find the resounding sound of the romantic atti~ 

tude of Kierkgaard in thinkers like Rabindra Nath Tagore 

and Sri Aurobindo. 

10• 
Rabindra Nath Tagore 1

: finds the finite man loosing 

his personal identity becomes identified with the in-

finite and becomes a Perfect Man who realizes his presence 

in all his activities • He thinks that what is needed 

now is to nourish and cultivate the inmate humanity 

residing in us. 

According to Tagore we have to make real the Upan

sihadic call for to be existent from non-existence and to 

be immortal from mortality. We have to achieve Eternity 

for which we have to be reborn. ·He looks upon life as 

self-realization. We have to awaken the dominant divi-

nity .within each of us which will enlighten the _ ·patllL 
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for achieving universal brotherhood. This achievement 

will find out the real meaning of his life. 

He thinks that the ultimate goal of life is the 

communion with the Infinite and this feeling of commu -

nion is only possible through _intutive inner- vision. 

Remarking and refashioning of mankind is urgently 

necessary. This task is too tough no doubt. But we 

should not loose heart as relegious discipline ·can 

shoulder this task and can bring a total transformation. 

a transition from the darkness to light. This disciplin

ing of nature will pave the path for the emergence of a 

new world and society which will awaken the new spirit 

of humanity. The awakened state of consciousness makes 

man feel his incompleteness which he will want of com -

plete. Man's immense potentialities will at last con

quer the kingdom of God. 

Rabindra Nath Tagore visualizes evolution as an 

unfolding process without any process. This continuity 

of the process of evolution finds its proP-er meaning. -b.:y 

making man evolved at every stage of his lif:e.. Being. 

so evolved man finds his interconnectedness with the 

whole of humanity and then his feeling of deprivation 

·gets. evaporated and he merges himself into the oce~n 

of multipersonal humanity and becomes eternal.The task 
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is not a easy one. This needs evolution of the spirit of 

man where life marches onwards to gain perfection where 

his creative imagination and his love endeavours him for 

the renunciation of his baser self at the alter of the 

Transcendetal Man who is really inhabitating in each and 

every man. 

Tagore views the Infinite in such way that this 

Infinite is to be defined in terms of humanity which is 

associated with love and co-operation. To have the touch 

of this Infinite we have to shift ourselves from the 

ground of our secluded self-centeredness. Then and then 

only we can enter into the world of love and truth. 

Tagore finds his man of his heart in the Bauls who 

have the authenticity of their religion in their ~ ."life· •.. 

Those Bauls have the aspiration for the expansion of their 

consciousness towards the supreme Reality of Man which 

is waiting to be realized by all of us. For the Bauls. 

the self of man is finite but being the manifes~ation of 

the Infinite he is infinite. Man gains his completion 

more and more in his love towards his fellow being and 

the body of the individual self is the temple of the 

Divine. The central idea of the Bauls is union with the 

Divinity. For them. love illuminates the path by which 

we can realize the communion of us with the Divine.These 

Bauls realize that God is not a Beyond. He is the Man of 
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the Heart. 

Tagore says. the history of evolution gives the 

picture of man•s unrecessed effort to reach this state 

of the present being and it is continuously .evolving 

without any gap. For the present man. there is much 

spiritual path to be crossed to tear off the mask of 

the Reality. He are now able to know the why and for 

whom we are crossing this path. 

Tagore views that we are rushing onwards to know 

and to realize the Reality which really remains in the 

inne~ world of us but the tragedy lies in the 

that we do not look into our inner world. 

fact 

The history of evolution depict~ the picture of 

man•s unrecessed effort to reach process which is going 

on. So the man of the present will be more evolved to 

reach the deeper and innermost experiences which till 

now is unknown yet the whisper of this inner reality can 

be heard if we keep our ears close to our inner 

But this whisper can be heard only by those who 

heart. 

have 

travelled much in their spiritual journey. For the pre

sent man this far spiritual path is to be crossed to un

veil the ultimate reality which is he himself. 
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In the emotional and imaginative background of man 

Reality reveals itself. We then have the knowledge of 

Reality not because of the fact that we have our feeling 

of it. Aesthetic or artistic experience is only for 

our joyous enjoyment of this experience. 

If we look at sri AurobindJl then we find that Sri 

Aurobindo views that the mind is not purely a logical 

power. It urgently needs subrational forces like 

desires. passions. associations. prejudices and pre

judgements which will impair the logical power. For 

Sri Aurobindo. the agnostics are determined externally 

by objects. 

The inferential position that we can deduce from 

this is that Aurobindo's concept of mind takes a good 

account of the projective mental power whj;ch can __ a_dcount 

for imagination. 

For sri Aurobindo. the constituents of thought have 

two separate attitudes that is - judgement or reasoning 

and the other is imagination. These two sides are the 

most necessary components of perfect ideation. 

He recognizes that mind is fully equipped to deal 

with the actualities and with the imagination of the mind. 

This imagination of mind can summon possjbilities and 

paves the path by which'the may be's becomes 'might be's. 
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The mind with the flight of his imagination can reach the 

height of the Truth - consciousness. At this present 

stage man with his flight of imagination which though is 

in the process of becoming, will enrich himself with the 

possession of a truth - consciousness. 

Man's physical existence, in his view, is a system 

of responses, of which man has the least mastery, 

For sri Aurobindo, the mjnd of man can reach the 

Beuond, by himself, since mind is inmately gifted with 

a power of Ignorance which is lurking for the _ .Truth. 

Man has the gift of self-exceedency by which he finds 

his· link with a higher grades of consciousness. 

The mind:, says Aurobindo, stands between a super

conscience and an inconscience, and receives pow~r from 

both these opposite forces, Mind can only deal with the 

actualities because of his intermediate status on the 

ontological ladder, Mind can summon the possibilities 

as he has his own imagination which enlightens the 

way by which possibilities can be the actualities, The 

imaginary capacity figures 11 the 'may be' and 'might 

be • s" of the Infinite. Imagination is not purely illu

sory. The mind is perpetually ascending towards the 

truth consciousness, This impelling force of the mind 

impells him to have a truth consciousness. 
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The impact of the scientist discovery makes James 

Seth to say that the last decade of fhe nineteenth cen

tury can be characterised by Evolutionism and Agnosticsm. 

This new treand has given rise to a new empirical and 

secular temper which was articulated by a group of thin~

ing in Britain to whom Mills System of logic• is a sacred 

scripture• and at the same time there are the others who 

are critical against this scientific empiricism. C2rlyle 11 

Arnold and T.H. Green are the main figures to have this 

critical attitudes. 

vie now have to discuss some movements encircling the 

concept of man. One of such movements is Transcendental 

movements. Transcendentalism with its difficult concep

tual problems still has its votaries and the leading vo -

ices are Henry Daniel. Thorean Brownson. Theodore Parker. 

Margaret Fuller. George Pipley. Bronson Alcot. Thorean•s 

Civil Disobedience was figured predominantly in both Gandhi 

and Martin Luther King. 

Brownson was wholly interested in social aspect of 

human life. Theodore Parker was a transcendentalist who 

has great effect on the course of unitarian histo-ry.B@ling 

a child of enlightment he can be termed as a forerunner 

of positivism. 

These renowned transcendlentalists have their eyes 

fixed on human problems like morality and with social 
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aspects of human life. Margaret Fuller participated in 

an actual movement in all its aspirations and experience 

of transcendentalism. 

Amos Bronson Alcott contributed much to transcen -

dentalism by founding and directing the concord school 

of philosophy. This transcenditalism was even widening 

its circles of in-fluence. Even in 1980 • s there continues 

to be a strong and rising interest in Emerson's ethical 

doctrine of self- realization and the American Renai -

asance movement was highly inspir~d by- Eme-rson-. So the 

self or man reigns supreme in the thinking of Emerson and 

the American Renaissance moyements too. 

Then we can turn towards Tractatian movement. The 

unity of Tractarianism is in its siggle spirit and 

common ethos where humanism widens itself. 

Modernism is the off-spring of the dissatisfaction. 

felt in the inadequecies~of the church's intellectual 

response to the needs of the modern age. It can be phrased 

that this movement is a Zeal for prevention of error and 

represents the intellectual freedom necessary for the 

purpose of the dissatisfaction of the modern age. It takes 

political. social as well as the scientific aim and being 

so this movement comes into the grip of humanism. 
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Now we are looking towards Hodernism. Many thinkers 

thought th~t Romanticism offered a way round the more difi

ficul t epistemological problems. Schle-ie~acher. Coleridge. 

Emerson are spokesmen for this new sensibility which ma-de 

Romanticism one of the last great international movement of 

thought in the modern period. 

The assumption that human nature is fixed. was increa

singly questioned. and the concept of humanity rooted in 

Enlightment soil was then nurtured and nourished. Nietzsche. 

T.H. Huxley. Leslie Stephen. Newman and Kant. sought to re

place traditional arg~nts for God's existence with some 

type of moral arguments. Herman Cohen. adopting Kantian 

arguments. tried to prove that the sense of duty in man is.'_ · 

the same with the law given by God. In this duration of 

time many. others attempted to assert the primacy of will. 

Schopenhauer. Nietzeche. Kierkgaard and William James are 

the noted figures to assert the primacy of will. 

This new rise of thought took another form too. The 

influence of Romanticism shows the rediscovery of feel -

ing as a significant dimension of human nature~ 

Romanticists viewed enlightenment as an historical 

and rootless view-of the rational man. For the romanti

cists. man's feeling must play the predominant role. 

Romanticists has given emphasis on the unfolding of 
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ideas from simpler to more complex and higher forms in 

the history of the human spirit. 

Kierkgaard and Marx were critical of Hegel precisely 

at the point that reality constantly outstrips reason 

and reason is never capable to comprehend it totally. 

Hegal here sows the seeds to the destruction of his own 

philosophy and Heidegger thought tha-t Hegel is the repre

sentative of the collapse of the Western metaphys.:i.cs. 

If we look to Soren Kierkgaard then obviously the 

picuture that will be depicted before us is that Kierk -

gaard is a major figure whose vital insight into our under

standing of philosophy. religion and life is of great sig

nificance. 

Kierkgaard repeatedly draws a line of demarcation 

between a godly and wordly understandang. He views that 

faith though not continuous with knowledge wants to 

disclose the depth of unfathomable uncertainity of the 

truth. He is radically oppoed to Hengels• subordination 

of the individual to the universal. If the individual is 

merely a manifestation of the universal spirit. the nerve 

of moral effort is then cut o££. 

So it is necessary for us to clarify his theory of 

existence which as a distinctive meaning for Keirkgaard 

since it refers to the existence of the individual human 
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self and existence is a transition from potentiality t-o

actuality. The individual is .to become what he is. and 

he has to actualize what is potent in him and the true 

relation of the new self in itself implies its relation 

to God. 

Kierkgaard bases his argument for subjective think

ing upon the conviction that the ethics of remains as the 

highest task for every human being so that the knowledge 

of morality is essential for the existence of the indi

vidual. 

so it is clearly evident that Kierkgaard's whole 

emphasis is on individual self of man with his moral 

tasks of becoming and as so Kierkgaard regarded man is 

in the process of becoming a fullfledged man •. 

From the above said discussion so far made. it is 

clear that man is not yet a man. He is in the process of 

becoming to be a perfect man for which he is evolving all 

through his history. He is proceeding step by step in and 

through evolution but to reach the last step of the ladder 

of perfection he has to encompass the whole world with love 

towards his fellow being. 

The present man is not the beast of the past or the 

superman of the future as he is just a link between the two. 

Man has walked a far-way off from his mere beasthood and a 

long way is waiting to be crossed to reach his ultimate 
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destined goal. He will surely be a winner as he has his 

mental power of love which has the vehment current to 

overflood the vmole world - scene.Love has that expansive 

nature which will overshadow all the differences that may 

have due to our differences of castes, creeds and d~gmas. 

The process o£ evolution and involution have witnessed 

the history of man where man has been awakened from his deep 

slumber of bare animality. He is awakened towards this con

scious stage of spirituality. In this awakened state of 

spirituality, the man now can philosophize about world 

society and world solidarity where concord will reign sup

remely. If man can think about this world ~1ity and world 

solidarity at present then the distance will not be too 

far to be actualised into reality. The history of man de

picts this truth in innumberable facts and in innumberable 

occasions. So the concept of world-unity and world-soli 

dari~y will actualise in the not too far future through 

man's love and feeling of concord. 

For this reflective mind of Socrates, man is to become 

like God as far as it is possibl~ for hint._ Man_has __ his feei

ing of privation which will lead him for the attainment. of 

his full completion for which he h~s travelled a long jour~ 

ney. Man's awareness of his intrinsic signif:)cance makes 

him so unique and this uniqueness in him cries out for the 

Beyond. He is self-exceeding in his nature for which he 
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prays: 

Asato rna Satgamayo. tamaso rna Jyotirgamaya. mrtyer rna 

amritam gamaya. 

The meaning of this verse is : Lead me· from the unreal 

to the real. Lead me from the darkness to light. Lead me 

from death to the eternal life. 

Man suffers much for his internal conflict between his 

finitude and infi~ite in him. Man's inner world of spiri -

tuality would be encrowned with success and for the victory 

of spirituality man's activities are to be directed in the 

right way. This right direction of his action will make 

room for his attainment of perfect manhood. The human nature 

is not fixed once for all. It is evolving more and more 

towards perfection which needs continuous nourishment4 This 

process of becoming in man will surely actualies the eme·r -

gence of the perfect man. This emergence of the perfect man 

will reveal all the dignity of his spirit which is already 

potent in him. This discovery of his real spirit will leave 

no scope for any critical survey about the relationship be

t•veen man and religion and will close the chapter of the 

question - whether man is a religious being or not. 
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